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BlueFinity is entering a strategic distribution partnership with Uniware that will enable
Uniware to introduce Evoke to the market.
This is the second distribution partnership for BlueFinity this month. The company also
appointed Ashwood Computer, a leading software, services and support company based
in Cincinnati, to distribute Evoke in the USA.
Uniware will distribute Evoke to businesses across Australia and New Zealand and
provide support, development and implementation services. The company will
also use Evoke to design and develop its own apps for the benefit of its customers.
Bluefinity will benefit from the support of Uniware’s experienced technology, development
and sales teams to market Evoke.
Evoke is a low-code/no-code RAD platform that allows any company to use their
existing staff to design, develop and deploy business apps cost-effectively across
multiple mobile and desktop devices.
Using Evoke companies can create web, hybrid and native apps that fully integrate
and synchronise with back-end systems and databases.
The solution is flexible and scalable, allowing businesses to create apps that are future
proof and evolve in line with their development and growth.
Evoke supports most database platforms (both SQL and MultiValue) and enables the
creation of apps and the extension of enterprise applications in a fraction of the time
and cost of other methods.
Uniware will distribute Evoke to businesses across Australia and New Zealand and provide
support, development and implementation services. The company will also use Evoke
to design and develop its own apps for the benefit of its customers. Bluefinity will benefit
from the support of Uniware’s experienced technology, development and sales teams
to market Evoke.
“We’re delighted Uniware has become our distribution partner,” said Malcolm Carrol,
Director of BlueFinity. “It is an excellent company with a tremendous reputation as a
provider of solutions and services across the region. It has a significant presence in the
MultiValue market and Evoke is currently viewed as one of the most exciting additions
to this market for many years, as it offers a truly mainstream product for MultiValue.”
For more information about this news, visit www.bluefinity.com

